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2I. INTRODUCTION
Baby universes are interesting laboratories in which the effects of gravitation can be tested
in an essentially quantum scenario [1–4]. In fact, the high energy levels associated with the very
small size of the universe in Planck’s time provide unique characteristics, capable of decisively
influencing cosmic evolution. This means that quantum cosmology is able to provide initial
conditions that are essential to justifying the standard cosmological model. As an example, one
can mention inflation, in which the extremely rapid expansion of the universe can be explained by
considering the quantum effects present in Planck’s time. Furthermore, it is a task of quantum
cosmology to solve the most complex of problems in the standard cosmological model: the
existence of an initial singularity. In fact, if one admits that at its beginning the universe had
zero size and infinite energy density, it becomes impossible to physically describe this scenario.
However, in the context of quantum cosmology this difficulty can be solved in different ways.
One is that of suggesting the birth of the universe ex nihilo via a quantum tunneling process
[5, 6]. In this case, the singularity is avoided due to the existence of a potential barrier, from
the outer side of which the universe has been expanding ever since. The tunneling probability
depends on the degrees of freedom of the model under consideration, but it is not possible to take
into account all the infinite degrees of freedom in the construction of a quantum cosmological
model. Thus, a procedure called quantization in mini-space is used, in which infinite degrees of
freedom are frozen and only a very small number of them are quantized. The addition of new
degrees of freedom makes the formulation of the models formidably more complex, however,
they should contribute to a more accurate description of the existing processes. New variables
can be obtained by introducing, for example, scalar fields coupled with gravitation. Another
alternative is to describe the material content that makes up the universe with the introduction
of several perfect fluids or even exotic fluids [7–10].
An example capable of providing interesting results can be obtained with the addition of a
Bose-Einsein condensate. In Ref. [11] a scenario was considered in which the material content
of the universe was described by a fluid of radiation and a Bose-Einstein condensate. The Bose-
Einstein condensate is well-known and frequently studied in connection with condensed matter
physics. In the context of astrophysics and cosmology, it can be used to explain the origin of dark
matter as well as to describe the evolution of the recent universe [12–16]. When applied to the
study of the primordial universe, the Bose-Einstein condensate revealed a scale factor behavior
3that depends on the parameter of that fluid. Consequently, classical solutions free of singularities
were observed. In the quantum case, finite norm wave packets were obtained from the Wheeler-
DeWitt equation and the behavior of the scale factor was determined through the many worlds
interpretation. The quantum model is also free of singularities. In the present work, the influence
of the Bose-Einstein condensate is studied in the presence of the cosmological constant, which
plays the role of dark energy in this model. We consider the cosmological constant to be a
part of the material content of the universe, responsible for its accelerated expansion, but in its
initial moments, known as the inflationary period. Due to its important role in our model, we
summarize its historical development as well as its current status in what follows.
With a large number of observation instruments arising from great collaborations, such as
terrestrial and space telescopes, meteorological balloons, etc, current research in cosmology is
at a very advanced stage. The observations obtained so far have produced relevant and also
very intriguing facts. Among them, we can mention: (i) the rotation curves of galaxies through
data on the dispersion speed of stars; (ii) galaxies in structures on large cosmological scales;
(iii) the accelerated expansion of the universe obtained by the study and observation of SNe Ia
supernovae.
Several theoretical explanations have been devised to understand and explain these curious
observations. Among them we find the models that try to explain dark matter, detected by
its gravitational effects and responsible for the unusual characteristics of the rotation curves of
galaxies and for the formation of structures in the universe. Other models try to explain dark
energy, whose effects are only detected on large cosmological scales and would be responsible
for the accelerated expansion of the universe observed today. Both dark terms, of course, are
part of the material content of the universe, responsible for something like ∼ 95% of all the
matter-energy that exists. Thus, almost all of this material content is completely unknown to
us, with ∼ 5% composed of usual baryonic material [17].
The cosmological constant has a very curious trajectory in the scenario of Theoretical Physics
in particular. It started with Einstein’s need to adapt his cosmological model, provided by gen-
eral relativity, to obtain a static, eternal and immutable universe, which would be in agreement
with the data that existed at the time. The solutions to his equations provided a dynamic uni-
verse, a situation not verified by the observations available at the beginning of the 20th century.
From the physical point of view, this constant would represent a repulsive force of cosmological
4range preventing the collapse of the universe caused by gravitational interaction. Notwithstand-
ing the discussion about the fact that the introduction of the cosmological constant was an error,
the point is that its existence is now important for understanding the nature of dark energy.
Despite the observational and theoretical evidence that caused Einstein to reject the cosmo-
logical constant and the lack of any direct observational evidence of a non-zero value for the
constant, it simply continued to be used by cosmologists for the most diverse reasons. The con-
stant appears in numerous theoretically important solutions in general relativity theory, such as
Go¨del’s solution [18, 19], which generates the possibility of traveling to the past through closed
causal loops and the Oszva´th and Schu¨cking model [20]. The cosmological constant has also
been used to help physicists investigating possible links between general relativity and other
theories [21]. In fact, many researchers have come to consider the cosmological constant as an
indispensable element in their descriptions of the primordial universe, in the period called cosmic
inflation [22–27].
In quantum field theories, vacuum can be defined as the lowest possible energy density,
empty of real particles but not of fields, with this empty space filled with particles and antipar-
ticles being continuously created and annihilated, without violating the uncertainty principle of
Heisenberg. These fields would have a resulting energy density that would behave and be of the
same nature as the cosmological constant. But this situation gives rise to a big problem: the
rapid and early expansion of the universe may have been produced from vacuum energy, but it
involves a very high value for the observed value of the cosmological constant. This discrepancy
between theory (of vacuum energy) and observation (of the cosmological constant) is known as
the cosmological constant problem [28–34].
For a long time, the cosmological constant was thought to be exactly zero in our universe.
Consequently, it was very surprising in 1998, when observations of type Ia supernovae led to
the discovery that the expansion of the universe is accelerating, implying that Λ is non-zero and
positive. Cosmological observations imply that the vacuum energy density value is [35–38]
ρΛobs ≈ 10−48GeV4 . (1)
This is a very small number and this smallness in the observed value is the essence of the
cosmological constant problem.
On the other hand, the theoretical calculations of the quantum field theory produce a very
high value for the vacuum energy. We can estimate their value by modeling these fields as a
5simple collection of independent harmonic oscillators at each point in space and then adding
their zero point energies. If we apply the quantum field theory up to the Planck scale we obtain
the following estimate [35–38]
ρΛvac ≈ 1072 GeV4 . (2)
Such discrepancy of about 120 orders of magnitude (depending on the dimension used for the
energy density, this number varies slightly) between ρΛobs and ρΛvac is the central point of the
cosmological constant problem.
Another issue involving the cosmological constant (considered here as dark energy) has to do
with the fact that its current observed density is of the same order of magnitude as the density
of dark matter
Λ(0)vac ∼ Λ(0)obs, (3)
implying that we are living in a very peculiar period in the history of the universe that requires a
very precise fine-tuning of these quantities. This situation is known as the coincidence problem.
[39–42]
Consequently, regarding the cosmological constant, we use it quite naturally despite these
two problems: the cosmological constant problem and the coincidence problem.
Given the difficulties of detecting the particles responsible for dark matter, of discovering the
physical nature of dark energy and of solving the two problems associated to the cosmological
constant, research groups around the world consider alternative hypotheses in which, instead of
considering the existence of dark matter and dark energy, it is assumed that a theory of gravity
works differently at different scales. Or that the general relativity is not complete and depends
on new elements in its action [43–51] . Although some alternative theories reproduce several
astronomical and cosmological observations and even overcome the failures of the dark models,
they fail in other aspects in which the dark models are successful.
The structure and organization of the article is as follows: in section II we introduce the
characteristics of the model and we analyze the classic solutions using phase portraits. In section
III the model is quantized by the Crank-Nicolson method: we, numerically, solve the Wheeler-
DeWitt equation for the model and find wave packets of finite norm. We obtain the quantum
tunneling probabilities as functions of the model parameters: the Bose-Einstein parameter (σ),
6the cosmological constant (Λ) and the average energy (Em) of the wave packet. Finally, in
section IV we present our conclusions.
II. THE CLASSICAL MODEL
We consider a spatially isotropic and homogeneous universe with positive spatial section,
k = +1, described by the Friedmann-Lemaitre-Robertson-Walker (FLRW) metric as
ds2 = −N2(t)dt2 + a2(t)
(
dr2
1− r2 + r
2dΩ2
)
, (4)
where a(t) represents the scale factor of the universe, dΩ is the angular line element of a 2D
sphere, N(t) is the lapse function and t is the cosmic time. Here the unit system used will be the
natural one where ~ = 8piG = c = 1. The matter content that fills the universe is a radiation
fluid described by the barotropic equation of state p = 13ρ, plus a Bose-Einstein condensate,
described by the equation [52]
p = ωρ+ σρ2 , (5)
where the polytropic constant σ describes a repulsive self-interaction when σ > 0, an attractive
self-interaction when σ < 0 and ω represents a linear term with −1 ≤ ω ≤ 1, where ω = 1/3
is radiation, ω = 0 is dust, ω = −1 is the cosmological constant. In the model studied here
we consider an attractive self-interaction Bose-Einstein condensate, σ < 0, and ω = −1 such
that this component will play the role of dark energy. The energy momentum tensor, for both
radiation and the Bose-Einstein condensate, is defined as,
Tµν = (ρ+ p)UµUν − pgµν , (6)
where Uµ is the four-velocity, ρ the energy density, p the pressure of the fluid and gµν represents
the metric tensor. This tensor characterizes an isotropic fluid in comoving coordinates, in which
the 4-velocity Uµ = δµ0 is timelike.
The classical dynamics of the FLRW is given by the metric (4). As already explained earlier,
the matter content is composed of a radiation fluid and an attractive Bose-Einstein condensate
(σ < 0), both described by the moment-energy tensor (6). The following Hamiltonian describes
the model [7, 8, 11, 53]
H = −p
2
a
12
− Veff(a) + pT , (7)
7where: a is the scale factor, T is a variable associated to the radiation fluid and pa and pT
are, respectively, the momenta canonically conjugated to a and T . We consider the gauge
N(t) = a(t).
The term Veff(a) in eq. (7) is the effective potential containing the terms related to the
curvature of the positive spatial section, cosmological constant and Bose-Einstein condensate,
Veff(a) = 3a
2 − Λa4 + σ
2a4
(a3 + 1)2
. (8)
The potential described by the equation (8) takes the form of one or two potential barriers,
depending on the values of the dark energy Λ and the Bose-Einstein condensate polytropic
parameter σ. The effective potential is well defined at a = 0, being null at this point. In the
limit a→∞, we have Veff(a)→ −∞. Fig. 1 shows the effective potential: (a) with one potential
barrier and (b) with two potential barriers.
The classical dynamics is governed by Hamilton’s equations:

a˙ = ∂H∂pa = −16 pa ,
p˙a = −∂H∂a = ∂Veff (a)∂a ,
T˙ = ∂H∂pT = 1 ,
p˙T = −∂H∂T = 0 ,
(9)
in which the dot indicates conformal time derivative, with dη ≡ a(t)dt.
The dynamics produced by Hamilton’s equations can be analyzed by the projection on the
(a, pa) plane of the phase portrait of this model. In Fig. 2 we have the phase portraits for the
two cases of the potential shown in Fig. 1. We observe the existence of fixed points of the center
and of the hyperbolic saddle type.
The phase portrait projection in Fig. 2(a) has two fixed points: A1(a = 0, pa = 0), on the
energy surface PT = 0; and A2(a = 1.257444808, pa = 0), on the surface PT = 700.9440836.
Both represent stationary solutions. However, A1 point A1 is a center whereas A2 point is A2
is a hyperbolic saddle.
In particular, A2 describes an example of the so-called Einstein universe, where gravita-
tional attraction is counterbalanced by cosmological repulsion. The red orbit, called a sep-
aratrix, because it separates different classes of solutions having the same energy surface
8(a) (b)
Figure 1: Effective potential behavior Veff(a) for σ = −50 and: (a) Λ = 1.5; (b) Λ = 0.01.
(a) (b)
Figure 2: Projection on the (a, pa) plane of the phase diagram of the cosmological model. To illustrate
we consider two cases: (a) σ = −50 and Λ = 1.5, and (b) σ = −50 and Λ = 0.01. The orbits here
represent homogeneous and isotropic universes with cosmological constant, Bose-Einstein condensate
and a radiation fluid.
PT = 700.9440836 as the hyperbolic saddle type. For cases where a < 1.257444808 and pa > 0
with PT < 700.9440836, we have a class of solutions that describe universes originating in a
singularity, expanding to a maximum value as this expansion ceases and contraction begins,
with orbits then returning to the singularity (Big Crunch). For PT < 700.9440836 and pa < 0
we have a class of solutions that describe universes in an initial state of maximum expansion.
These universe models evolve into singularities in a process of collapse. For PT < 700.9440836
9and a > 1.257444808 we have a class of solutions which begin with a contraction (pa < 0) from
some initial value a0 and, after reaching a minimum value, (corresponding to pa = 0), expands
(pa > 0) towards infinite values of a, tending assymptotically to a solution of De Sitter type.
Finally, for PT > 700.9440836 and pa > 0 we have universes which originate in the singularity
and expand towards a De Sitter-like configuration, as described in Ref. [54].
The phase portrait in Fig. 2(b) has four fixed points; two centers and two hyperbolic saddles.
The point B1(a = 0, pa = 0), with PT = 0, is a center; B2(a = 1.264204898, pa = 0), with
PT = 704.7091277, is a hyperbolic saddle; B3(a = 5.667386510, pa = 0), with PT = 163.0280486,
is a center; and B4(a = 11.99951158, pa = 0), with PT = 241.9810360, is a hyperbolic saddle.
The blue curve corresponds to the separatrix associated with the hyperbolic saddle point B2
and has the same energy PT = 704.7091277, whereas the red curve is the separatrix associated
to the hyperbolic saddle B4, thus having energy PT = 241.9810360.
A class of bouncing solutions, free from singularities, can be observed for regions where
163.0280486 < PT < 241.9810360. These solutions describe universes that oscillate from a min-
imum (amin 6= 0) to a maximum (amax) value of the scale factor. Another class of bouncing
solutions can be observed in the intermediate region between the two separatrices, represented
by red (PT = 241.9810360) and blue (PT = 704.7091277) curves in Fig. 2(b). This class of
solutions describe universes that are in a state of maximum expansion and initiate a collapse
process, up to a point in time, when cosmological repulsion overcomes gravitational attraction
and the universe expands towards a De Sitter type configuration. Such solutions are also free
of singularities. For surfaces with PT > 704.7091277 and pa > 0 we have universes that are
singular in the initial state and expand toward a De Sitter configuration. On the other hand,
surfaces with PT > 704.7091277 and pa < 0 describe universes that collapse toward a singularity
at a = 0 (big crunch). The surfaces PT < 704.7091277 and a < 1.264204898 describe universes
which are initially singular and then, after a short period of expansion, return to their respective
singularities (big crunch). And finally, the PT > 241.9810360 with a > 11.99951158 surfaces
describe universes free from singularities with non-singular initial state which is also the begin-
ning a contraction process; such contraction eventually ceases before reaching the singularity
and then turns into an expansion phase towards a De Sitter configuration.
Combining the Hamilton’s equations (9) with a and pa parameters we find the following
second order differential equation, in conformal time, for the classical evolution of the scale
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factor of the universe a(η),
d2
dη2
a (η) + a (η)− 2Λ
3
a(η)3 +
2σ2
3
a(η)3
(a(η)3 + 1)2
− σ
2a(η)6
(a(η)3 + 1)3
= 0 . (10)
We will consider initial conditions in different regions of the phase space in Fig. 2(b) and
based on these initial conditions we will solve equation (10) numerically in order to obtain the
classical evolution of the scale factor of the universe in conformal time. For each region of
interest in Fig. 2(b) we will choose a value for the scale factor a(0) = a0 situated on a given
surface defined by a specific value of pT ; whereas the initial condition regarding first derivative
of the scale factor will be obtained from the Hamiltonian constraint expression (H = 0)
a˙(0) = ±1
6
√
12(pT − Veff(a0)) , (11)
to satisfy Friedmann’s equation for the model. Fig. 3 shows four distinct behaviors (for the
parameters σ = −50, Λ = 0.01) that can be observed in the phase portrait shown in Fig. 2(b),
already discussed. Fig. 3 (a) shows universes oscillating between a non-zero minimum value and
a maximum value, free of singularities (bouncing solutions). These solutions to the equation (10)
are found using as initial conditions a(0) = 6, a˙(0) = 0.2266581636 or pa(0) = −1.359948982
on a surface pT = 164. Fig. 3 (b) shows the behavior of the scale factor for initial conditions
a(0) = 10, a˙(0) = 3.418085481 or pa(0) = −20.50851289 on a surface pT = 260. The result
shows a universe without singularities which, upon reaching a state of maximum expansion,
starts the contraction until a minimum value of the scale factor is reached: the cosmological
repulsion then overcomes the gravitational attraction and the universe expands again towards a
de Sitter type configuration. These solutions also feature bouncing solutions. This set of initial
conditions was chosen in the phase diagram region between the red and blue curves of Fig.2(b).
In its turn, Fig.3(c) was made using the initial conditions a(0) = 10, a˙(0) = 13.418085481 or
pa(0) = −79.45908156 on the surface pT = 751, 0955451. In this case, the initial conditions
chosen are in the region below the blue curve, on the pa < 0 axis of the phase diagram of
Fig. 2(b). Such solutions shows universes that, upon reaching a state of maximum expansion,
collapse within a finite interval of time towards the singularity at a = 0. In Fig. 3(d) were taken
for initial conditions a(0) = 1.5, a˙(0) = −6.635162280 or pa(0) = 39, 81097368 on the surface
pT = 800. The result describes a universe that is born in the singularity at a = 0 and expands
indefinitely to the inflationary phase.
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(c) (d)
Figure 3: Classical evolution of the scale factor of the universe in conformal time, for the parameters σ =
−50 and Λ = 0.01. The solutions shown in (a) and (b) describe universes free of singularities. Solutions
(c) and (d) show universes with singularities. In (c) we see collapsing solutions toward singularities.
In (d) we have universes that are born in singularities and continue to expand into a De Sitter type
configuration.
III. CANONICAL QUANTIZATION
In order to describe the universe in its primordial phase, it is necessary to quantize the model.
This will be done using Dirac’s canonical formalism, which consists of replacing the canonically
conjugate variables with operators; in particular,
pˆa → −i ∂
∂a
, pˆT → −i ∂
∂T
. (12)
Quantum effects are dominant in the early universe. They can be described by the so-called
wave function of the universe, Ψ(a, T ), which is explicitly dependent on the degrees of freedom
12
a and T .
The theory of constrained Hamiltonian systems yields the superhamiltonian constraint which,
when quantized and applied to the wave function of the universe, gives rise to an important
quantum gravity equation: the Wheeler-DeWitt equation,
HˆΨ(a, T ) = 0 . (13)
In the model studied in this paper, the Weeler-DeWitt equation takes the form of a time-
dependent Schroedinger equation
(
1
12
∂2
∂a2
− 3a2 + Λa4 − σ
2a4
(a3 + 1)2
)
Ψ(a, τ) = −i ∂
∂τ
Ψ(a, τ) , (14)
in which the time was reparametrized as τ = −T .
The Hamiltonian operator Hˆ must be self-adjoint with respect to the internal product [55]
(Ψ, Φ) =
∫ ∞
0
da Ψ⋆(a, τ)Φ(a, τ) , (15)
in such a way that the structure of Hilbert’s space will be restricted to wave functions that
satisfy, in general, the following constraint conditions,
Ψ(0, τ) = Ψ(∞, τ) = 0 or ∂aΨ(0, τ) = ∂aΨ(∞, τ) = 0 , (16)
In the present model, we choose the initial normalized wavefunction,
Ψ(a, 0) =
(
8192E3m
pi
)1/4
a · e−4Ema2 , (17)
in which Em is the average radiation energy. It satisfies the Ψ(0, τ) = Ψ(∞, t) = 0 boundary
conditions, established by Hartle-Hawking [1].
Unlike the case studied by Freitas et al. [11], where there is no dark energy, the present
model does not have bound states. As the energy spectrum of this model is not discrete, the
Galerkin spectral method used in [11] to solve the Wheeler-DeWitt equation is not suitable in
this case.
A. The Finite Difference Method of Crank-Nicolson
The Wheeler-DeWitt equation (14) can be solved by using the finite difference method of
Crank-Nicolson [56], notable for its stability [58, 59]. This method consists of numerically
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calculating the values of the Ψ(a, τ) wave function at points in a grid with discrete values of the
variables a and τ within suitable spatial and time intervals, respectively. The approximation by
central finite differences in the time variable allows one to write the solution of the equation in
terms of the Hamiltonian operator (Hˆ),
Ψj,n+1 =
(
1 +
idt
2~
Hˆ
)−1(
1− idt
2~
Hˆ
)
Ψj,n . (18)
The j and n indices represent spatial and time indices, respectively, locating points of the grid;
dt is the time step and ~ is Planck’s constant. The Hamiltonian operator Hˆ then assumes the
three-diagonal form,
Hˆ =


Veff (a1) +
~
2
mdx2
− ~
2
2mdx2
0 0 ... 0
− ~
2
2mdx2
Veff (a2) +
~
2
mdx2
− ~
2
2mdx2
0 ... 0
0 − ~
2
2mdx2
Veff (a3) +
~
2
mdx2
− ~
2
2mdx2
... 0
...
0 0 0 ... − ~
2
2mdx2
Veff (aj−1) +
~
2
mdx2


. (19)
Recently, calculations using this algorithm were applied to FRW models [10, 57]. Those
calculations involved an effective non-linear potential, in which norm calculations were made
as a function of the number N of points in the grid, at two different time points. The results
have shown that the norm converges to unity as N grows. The same approach has been used in
simpler cosmological models [8, 10, 54].
B. Wave packets and the tunneling mechanism
The Crank-Nicolson method was applied for several values of the parameters of the model. In
all cases, it was possible to obtain a finite and well-defined wave packet for all considered values
of a, even when the 3D-sphere degenerates (a = 0). As an example, let us first consider the
case in which the classic effective potential eq. (8) has a single potential barrier with maximum
height V maxeff = 700.9440836, as shown in Fig. 1(a). For this case, Fig. 4 shows the behavior
of the probability density |Ψ(a, τmax)|2 as a function of the scale factor, calculated at the time
τ = τmax, when the packet reaches numerical infinity. Here, the chosen initial condition has an
average energy Em smaller than the maximum energy of the potential V
max
eff . As we see in Fig. 4
the wave packet, despite having less energy than the top of the barrier, crosses that same barrier,
since the return point to the right of the potential barrier in this case is a2 = 1.290393154. This
phenomenon is known as quantum tunneling.
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Figure 4: Fig. 4(a) shows the probability density ρ = |Ψ(a, τmax)|2 for σ = −50, Λ = 1.5, Em = 700, at
the time τmax = 200, when Ψ reaches the numerical infinity at a = 20. We let N = 5000 and dt = 0.05.
The return point to the right of the potential barrier in this case is a2 = 1.290393154. Fig. 4(b) shows
an enlargement of Fig. 4(a) in the region to the right of the barrier.
Let us now repeat the study above for the case where the effective potential has two potential
barriers, as shown in Fig. 1(b). For that, let’s consider σ = −50 and Λ = 0.01. In this
case the effective potential has its global maximum at a = 1.264204898, where the potential
equals Veff = 704.7091277, and a local maximum at a = 11.99951158, in which the potential is
Veff = 241.9810360. The effective potential in question also has a local minimum point between
the two barriers at a = 5.667386510, where it assumes the value Veff = 163.0280486.
For wave packets with average energies Em in the range 241.9810360 < Em < 704.7091277,
the wave function of the universe tunnels through a single potential barrier, during its evolution.
The result shows that these wave packets are well defined for all considered values of a, even
when the scale factor vanishes (a → 0), and also, that they tunnel the barrier, indicating the
possibility of universes appearing to the right of the barrier as classic systems (see Fig. 5). Such
behavior was observed in FRW models with radiation and a Chaplygin gas [8] and in models
with radiation and a cosmological constant [54].
For wave packets with average energies Em in the range 163.0280486 < Em < 241.9810360,
the wave function of the universe will encounter two potential barriers. All results obtained for
this energy interval show that it is possible to obtain well-defined wave packets for all considered
values of a and that they tunnel through the two potential barriers. That indicates the possibility
15
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Figure 5: Fig. 5(a) shows the probability density ρ = |Ψ(a, τmax)|2 for σ = −50, Λ = 0.01 andEm = 690,
at the time τmax = 200, when Ψ reaches the numerical infinity at a = 30. We consider N = 10, 000 and
dt = 0.05. The return point to the right of the potential barrier in this case is a2 = 1.405206587. Fig.
5(b) shows an enlargement of Fig. 5(a) in the region to the right of the barrier.
of the emergence of the universe to the right of the second potential barrier of smaller height.
To exemplify this we consider a wave packet with energy Em = 200 as shown in Fig. 6.
For wave packets with average energies Em in the range Em < 163.0280486, the wave function
of the universe will hit a single potential barrier. In this case, the width of the barrier is much
larger than the one described above. For this energy region, it was also observed that it is always
possible to build well-defined wave packages for all considered values of a, which tunnel the
potential barrier appearing to the right of the return point. This fact shows that the tunneling
mechanism allows the birth of the universe as a classic system. We built wave packages with
energy Em = 140. The return points on the left and right sides of the potential barrier are
respectively a1 = 0.5185125566 and a2 = 15.73266468. Fig. 7 illustrates the behavior of this
wave package when it reaches infinity at a = 30. In all cases analyzed, the possibility of the
universe emerging from its primordial phase to the later phase of its evolution by a quantum
tunneling mechanism was observed.
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Figure 6: Fig. 6(a) shows the probability density ρ = |Ψ(a, τmax)|2 for σ = −50, Λ = 0.01, Em = 200,
at the time τmax = 200, when Ψ reaches the numerical infinity at a = 30. We consider N = 10, 000 and
dt = 0.05. The return point to the right of the second potential barrier in this case is a2 = 14.51584941.
Fig. 6(b) shows an enlargement of Fig. 6(b) in the region around the return point a2 = 14.51584941 to
the right of the second barrier. The tunneling probability is non-vanishing: TP = 1.62163 · 10−47. Table
III shows TP for other values of the energy Em.
C. The tunneling effect at the birth of the universe
The results that appear in Figs. 4, 5, 6 and 7 show that the wave package is able to cross
the potential barriers, indicating that the universe may have appeared by a quantum tunneling
process. Next, we will investigate the tunneling probability (TP ) for a given set of fixed values
of the model parameters. The expression of TP is given by
TP =
∫ amax
a2
|Ψ(a, τmax)|2da∫ amax
0 |Ψ(a, τmax)|2da
, (20)
where amax represents the chosen numeric infinity. We performed these calculations for different
values of the average energy Em (see Fig. 8). These results were compared with the tunneling
probability in the WKB approach defined in [60] as
TPWKB =
4(
2θ + 12θ
)2 , with θ = e
∫ a2
a1
da
√
12(Veff (a)−E) , (21)
where a1 and a2 correspond to the return points of the effective potential defined in eq. (8)
associated with a given energy E.
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Figure 7: Fig. 7(a) shows the probability density ρ = |Ψ(a, τmax)|2 for σ = −50, Λ = 0.01, Em = 140,
at the time τmax = 200, when Ψ reaches the numerical infinity at a = 30. We consider N = 10, 000 and
dt = 0.05. The return point to the right of the second potential barrier in this case is a2 = 15.73266468.
Fig. 7(b) shows an enlargement of Fig. 7(b) in the region around the return point a2 = 15.73266468 to
the right of the barrier. The tunneling probability in this case is non-vanishing: is TP = 1.41531 · 10−54.
Table III shows TP for other values of the energy Em.
D. Tunneling probability for the case of one barrier
1. Tunneling probability as a function of Em
Fig. 8 compares the probabilities TP and TPWKB as functions of the energy Em, for the
potential in Fig. 1(a). Due to the small value of some TP ’s and TPWKB’s, we plot the logarithms
of those two tunneling probabilities against Em.
The result shows that TP and TPWKB increase as the average energy Em increases. For
energies near the top of the potential barrier the probabilities TP coincide with the probabilities
TPWKB. The behavior of the tunneling probabilities as a function of Em, shown in Fig. 9, is
qualitatively the same whatever the value of the cosmological constant Λ: TP and TPWKB both
grow with the average energy Em. In fact, analyzing the tables I and II of the Appendix A, we
see that TP and TPWKB, as functions of the average energy Em, increase with the value of Λ.
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Figure 8: Tunneling probabilities TP and TPWKB (in log scale) as functions of the average energy Em.
Here, σ = −50, Λ = 1.5, N = 5000, dt = 0.05, amax = 20 and τmax = 200. The tunneling probabilities
were calculated for 147 distinct values of Em, all smaller than the maximum energy of the barrier.
Figure 9: Tunneling probabilites TP and TPwkb (in log scale) as functions of the average energy Em for
Λ = 1.0. Here, we set the parameters σ = −50, N = 5000, dt = 0.05, amax = 20 and τmax = 200. The
tunneling probabilities were calculated for distinct values of Em, all smaller than the maximum energy
value of the barrier.
2. Tunneling probability as a function of Λ
For cases in which the parameters of the Bose-Einstein condensate and dark energy are,
respectively, σ = −50 and Λ ≥ 0.02, we observe the existence of a single potential barrier. Fig.
19
10 shows the behavior of TP as a function of Λ. Note that TP grows with Λ. Due to some
small values of TP ’s, the log scale is used for plotting that tunneling probability against Em.
Using a polynomial interpolation of this data set, we obtain the 11-th degree polynomial
TP = 1.225625802Λ11 − 12.82602927Λ10 + 60.15866143Λ9 − 166.8359614Λ8 + 303.7747911Λ7
− 381.0549082Λ6 + 335.7920275Λ5 − 207.7233162Λ4 + 88.33479399Λ3 − 24.57400711Λ2
+ 4.024254172Λ − .6962069797 , (22)
shown as the blue curve in Fig. 10.
3. Tunneling probability as a function of σ
After studying the behavior of TP as a function of the parameter σ of the Bose-Einstein
condensate, we observed that TP increases as σ increases. As an example, we plot TP as a
function of σ, by fixing the values of Em and Λ. Fig. 11 shows the behavior of TP as a function
of σ for Em = 680 and Λ = 1.5. Due to some small values of TP , the log scale is used.
E. Tunneling probability for the case of two barriers
1. Tunneling probability as a function of Em
For the interval 0 < Λ < 0.02, the effective potential Veff(a) defined in Eq. (8) has two
potential barriers. Therefore, depending on the value of the average energy Em of the wave
packet, the universe can tunnel through the two barriers to emerge classically to the right of the
second barrier, as shown in Fig. 12; Emax1 represents the local maximum in the first barrier
and Emax2 the local (lower) maximum in the second barrier (Emax1 > Emax2). The in-between
region has a local minimum with energy Emin.
We analyzed wave packets of energies Em < Emax1. For wave packets with energies Em, such
that Emax2 < Em < Emax1, the tunneling probability TP decreases smoothly with Em. For
wave packets with energies Emin < Em < Emax2, there is a sharp drop in TP when compared
to the previous case. For wave packets with energy Em < Emin, we find that TP still decreases
as Em decreases, but smoothly. In all the analyzed cases it was possible to observe the existence
of a non-zero TP , thus indicating that it is always possible for the universe to emerge from its
primordial phase to the later classical phase.
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Figure 10: Tunneling probability TP (log scale) as a function of the parameter Λ. Here σ = −50, N =
5000, dt = 0.05, amax = 20 and τmax = 200. The tunneling probabilities were calculated for 12 distinct
values of Λ with Em = 680. That value of Em is smaller than V
max
eff
, for all values of Λ considered.
Figure 11: Tunneling probability TP (log scale) as a function of the parameter σ. Here N = 5000, dt =
0.05, amax = 20 and τmax = 200. The tunneling probabilities were calculated for 15 distinct values of σ
with Em = 680 and Λ = 1.5. That value of Em is smaller than V
max
eff
, for all values of σ considered.
As an example, we will calculate TP as a function of the energy Em for wave packets with
different values of Em < Emax1. Let σ = −50 and Λ = 0.01; the potential then reaches its
maximum value Emax1 = 704.7091277 at the top of the first barrier, at a = 1.264204898. At
a = 5.667386510 there is a local minimum of the potential with energy Emin = 163.0280486.
The local maximum associated with the second barrier is at a = 11.99951158 with an energy of
Emax2 = 241.9810360. Fig. 13 shows TP as a function of the energy Em, in log scale.
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Figure 12: The case of two potential barriers in the effective potential.
Figure 13: Tunneling probability TP (log scale) versus Em; we let σ = −50, Λ = 0.01, N = 10.000
(space discretization), dt = 0.05 and amax = 30. Here Vmax = 704.7091277 and tmax = 200. In (a), TP
is shown for 241.9810360≤ Em < 704.7091277; In (b), for 163.0280486≤ Em < 241.9810360 (blue dots)
and for Em < 163.0280486 (red dots). Table III (Appendix A) shows the values of TP .
F. Emerging into the inflationary phase
One may picture the end of the quantum phase (Planck era) as the conclusion of the tunneling
process, when the universe then emerges to the right of the last potential barrier, away from the
singularity a = 0. In all cases analyzed here, it can be seen that after the birth of the universe
as a classic system, the scale factor is a >> 1. Therefore, the effective potential described by
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(8) takes the asymptotic form
Veff ∼= 3a2 − Λa4 + σ
a2
. (23)
This shows that the greater the value assumed by the scale factor of the universe, the smaller
the effect of the Bose-Einstein condensate. Therefore, after the emergence of the universe as a
classic system, its evolution will be determined by the dark energy (Λ > 0), leading the universe
into the inflationary phase. The solutions for the scale factor under these circumstances (in
terms of the cosmic time t) correspond to solutions of the de Sitter type a(t) ∼ e
√
Λ
3
t
.
In what follows we will examine solutions of the second order differential equation (10),
choosing as initial conditions a(0) = a0, such that a0 will correspond to the return point for a
given Em, to the right of the potential barrier. The initial value of the first derivative a˙(0) will
be provided by eq. (11). We will consider, for example, the case of two potential barriers with
Λ = 0.01 and σ = −50, and a wave wave packet with average energy Em = 170 (Emin < Em <
Emax2). According to Table III (Appendix A), the packet will emerge to the right of the second
barrier with tunnelling probability TP = 2.51884 .10−51 . Let a(0) = a0 = 16; from eq.(11) it
follows that a˙(0) = 3.983262560. Fig. 14 shows the behavior of the scale factor as a function of
the conformal time η.
In the case shown in Fig. 14, the universe begins to expand with an increasing rate of change
over conformal time; increasing its size from a(0) = 16 to a(1.51) = 2053.44524806213667, in an
interval of just 1.51 conformal time units. Fig. 15 shows the time derivative of a, with respect
to the conformal time η, against η, in log scale.
The behaviors of both the scale factor (Fig. 14) and its derivative (Fig. 15) show the universe
leaving its quantum phase and then entering its inflationary phase.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
A FLRW quantum cosmological model was built in a universe with positive curvature filled
with three components: a radiation perfect fluid, a Bose-Einstein condensate with attractive self-
interaction and a positive cosmological constant (dark energy). Its quantization was performed
by the method of finite differences in the Crank-Nicolson scheme. Solving the Wheeler-DeWitt
equation allowed obtaining the wave function of the universe and building wave packets of finite
norm.
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Figure 14: Scale factor of the universe a(η) as a function of the conformal time η, for initial conditions
taken right after the Planck era: a(0) = 16, a˙(0) = 3.983262560.
Figure 15: The first derivative of the scale factor a(η) with respect to the conformal time η, in log scale.
The function a(η) is shown in Fig. 14.
The present model differs from that of [11] solely by the dark energy component, but a
new kind of solution shows up. In [11] only bounded solutions are obtained. (The scale factor
varies in a finite range, at the classical and quantum levels; at the classical level, some are
bouncing solutions; at the quantum level, they are free of singularities.) When dark energy
is introduced, however, asimptotically De Sitter soluions are also obtained — i.e., solutions
leading to an inflationary phase — in addition to the bounded solutions. All classicals solutions
are represented in the phase portraits in Figs. 2 and 3.
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We studied the possibility of the birth of the universe through a quantum tunneling process.
The present model is very interesting because, depending on the values of Λ (cosmological
constant) and σ (polytropic constant), one may have a potential with one or two barriers. We
computed the tunneling probability (TP ) for both cases, for different values of the radiation
energy (Em) of the wave packet. We noticed, for both cases, that TP increases when Em
increases. We also computed, for the case of a single barrier, TP as a function of Λ and σ.
We observed that TP increases as either both parameters increase. Finally, we computed the
classical universe evolution using as initial conditions the value of scale factor just to the right
of the rightmost barrier of the potential, and of its first derivative, given by the Hamiltonian
constraint. Those calculations showed that the universe enters an inflationary phase.
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Appendix A: Tunneling Probabilities
Em TP a1 a2 TPWKB
700 4.16846 .10−1 1.225577294 1.290393154 5.120281040 .10−1
690 4.07373 .10−1 1.152666854 1.374874664 1.828538925 .10−2
680 3.9951 .10−1 1.114896458 1.424444425 4.616566392 .10−4
670 3.92148 .10−1 1.086227023 1.465147691 1.111123213 .10−5
660 3.84706 .10−1 1.062330845 1.501318475 2.568878942 .10−7
650 3.77649 .10−1 1.041478076 1.534693071 5.700999056 .10−9
640 3.70601 .10−1 1.022770802 1.566175967 1.213304088 .10−10
630 3.63395 .10−1 1.005672711 1.596310168 2.473840090 .10−12
620 3.56381 .10−1 0.9898334987 1.625452779 4.827443840 .10−14
610 3.49139 .10−1 0.9750095936 1.653854269 9.006486032 .10−16
600 3.41952 .10−1 0.9610235948 1.681699012 1.604809344 .10−17
590 3.34714 .10−1 0.9477415651 1.709127981 2.728018679 .10−19
580 3.27261 .10−1 0.9350594301 1.736252318 4.419179176 .10−21
570 3.19976 .10−1 0.9228943847 1.763161910 6.814118700 .10−23
560 3.12341 .10−1 0.9111792242 1.789931021 9.989508024 .10−25
550 3.04805 .10−1 0.8998584703 1.816622131 1.390678862 .10−26
540 2.97147 .10−1 0.8888856419 1.843288625 1.836241984 .10−28
530 2.89274 .10−1 0.8782212835 1.869976719 2.296761137 .10−30
520 2.81488 .10−1 0.8678315086 1.896726861 2.717931074 .10−32
510 2.73484 .10−1 0.8576869020 1.923574772 3.039091258 .10−34
500 2.65368 .10−1 0.8477616781 1.950552216 3.206793307 .10−36
490 2.57272 .10−1 0.8380330264 1.977687586 3.188994852 .10−38
480 2.48965 .10−1 0.8284805935 2.005006331 2.984845239 .10−40
470 2.40581 .10−1 0.8190860688 2.032531287 2.626044197 .10−42
460 2.32182 .10−1 0.8098328491 2.060282907 2.168806535 .10−44
450 2.23602 .10−1 0.8007057628 2.088279431 1.679213717 .10−46
440 2.14960 .10−1 0.7916908415 2.116536994 1.217275840 .10−48
430 2.06293 .10−1 0.7827751279 2.145069696 8.251021108 .10−51
420 1.97486 .10−1 0.7739465130 2.173889629 5.222866180 .10−53
410 1.88627 .10−1 0.7651935954 2.203006882 3.083553836 .10−55
400 1.7976 .10−1 0.7565055590 2.232429513 1.695937560 .10−57
390 1.70795 .10−1 0.7478720653 2.262163515 8.679143596 .10−60
380 1.61801 .10−1 0.7392831554 2.292212759 4.128268152 .10−62
370 1.52836 .10−1 0.7307291621 2.322578940 1.823157872 .10−64
360 1.43829 .10−1 0.7222006266 2.353261509 7.468220352 .10−67
350 1.34823 .10−1 0.7136882213 2.384257618 2.834986617 .10−69
Em TP a1 a2 TPWKB
340 1.25902 .10−1 0.7051826730 2.415562070 9.964778600 .10−72
330 1.17024 .10−1 0.6966746890 2.447167281 3.240777604 .10−74
320 1.08194 .10−1 0.6881548813 2.479063260 9.745891384 .10−77
310 9.95103 .10−2 0.6796136884 2.511237618 2.708674082 .10−79
300 9.0987 .10−2 0.6710412936 2.543675593 6.954649200 .10−82
290 8.25978 .10−2 0.6624275366 2.576360117 1.649100968 .10−84
280 7.44178 .10−2 0.6537618173 2.609271912 3.610716361 .10−87
270 6.65214 .10−2 0.6450329880 2.625806438 2.642389618 .10−90
260 5.89033 .10−2 0.6362292326 2.675689959 1.362505869 .10−92
250 5.15849 .10−2 0.6273379267 2.709147945 2.348663480 .10−95
240 4.46489 .10−2 0.6183454766 2.742737099 3.739706430 .10−98
230 3.8147 .10−2 0.6092371279 2.776429715 5.502127260 .10−101
220 3.20883 .10−2 0.5999967392 2.810197138 7.482924352 .10−104
210 2.65067 .10−2 0.5906065082 2.844010058 9.411317468 .10−107
200 2.14592 .10−2 0.5810466381 2.877838807 1.095136197 .10−109
190 1.69773 .10−2 0.5712949262 2.911653668 1.179562510 .10−112
180 1.30665 .10−2 0.5613262492 2.945425169 1.176485371 .10−115
170 9.73116 .10−3 0.5511119134 2.979124361 1.086941266 .10−118
160 6.97338 .10−3 0.5406188193 3.012723084 9.303843044 .10−122
150 4.77479 .10−3 0.5298083755 3.046194204 7.378280556 .10−125
140 3.09369 .10−3 0.5186350596 3.079511814 3.079511814 .10−128
130 1.87263 .10−3 0.5070444787 3.112651418 3.685011264 .10−131
120 1.04221 .10−3 0.4949706979 3.145590063 2.316827658 .10−134
110 5.22797 .10−4 0.4823324752 3.178306451 1.344623086 .10−137
100 2.30484 .10−4 0.4690278060 3.210781012 7.185791776 .10−141
90 8.66808 .10−5 0.4549257594 3.242995943 3.523378011 .10−144
80 2.70978 .10−5 0.4398537877 3.274935226 1.577066175 .10−147
70 7.1383 .10−6 0.4235770607 3.306584612 6.397727460 .10−151
60 1.82619 .10−6 0.4057628132 3.337931586 2.328168999 .10−154
50 5.85007 .10−7 0.3859141353 3.368965317 7.485850908 .10−158
40 2.32307 .10−7 0.3632343317 3.399676584 2.077820217 .10−161
30 8.81958 .10−8 0.3363078750 3.430057698 4.791367896 .10−165
20 2.61697 .10−8 0.3021718904 3.460102413 8.546276716 .10−169
10 4.88296 .10−9 0.2523184477 3.489805828 9.956928976 .10−173
5 1.39626 .10−9 0.2110641852 3.504528360 7.810653796 .10−175
Table I: Tunneling probabilities for the parameters σ = −50, Λ = 1.5, N = 5.000 (spatial discretization),
dt = 0.05 and amax = 20. Here Vmax = 700.9440836 and τmax = 200.
29
Em TP a1 a2 TPWKB
700 4.14893 .10−1 1.211162548 1.310771674 3.621856314 .10−1
690 4.05604 .10−1 1.148770837 1.385083367 1.125489131 .10−2
680 3.97855 .10−1 1.112464214 1.433561342 2.748406981 .10−4
670 3.9064 .10−1 1.084448242 1.474007938 6.407709788 .10−6
660 3.83452 .10−1 1.060931779 1.510222480 1.432299360 .10−7
650 3.76122 .10−1 1.040329733 1.543798534 3.066631332 .10−9
640 3.69237 .10−1 1.021801205 1.575585766 6.282077280 .10−11
630 3.61937 .10−1 1.004837280 1.606102159 2.473840090 .10−12
620 3.54986 .10−1 0.9891025787 1.635692463 2.298305064 .10−14
610 3.47646 .10−1 0.9743624042 1.664601049 4.094644120 .10−16
600 3.40588 .10−1 0.9604449828 1.693009672 6.945910392 .10−18
590 3.33159 .10−1 0.9472201281 1.721058805 1.120401145 .10−19
580 3.25905 .10−1 0.9345863668 1.748860505 1.716156080 .10−21
570 3.18436 .10−1 0.92246275657 1.776506591 2.492680853 .10−23
560 3.10886 .10−1 0.9107834631 1.804074056 3.428237240 .10−25
550 3.03369 .10−1 0.8994940398 1.831628770 4.457758364 .10−27
540 2.95583 .10−1 0.8885487973 1.859228091 5.471798832 .10−29
530 2.87853 .10−1 0.8779088980 1.886922746 6.330197160 .10−31
520 2.79978 .10−1 0.8675409449 1.914758206 6.8906865804 .10−33
510 2.7195 .10−1 0.8574159157 1.942775713 7.045790000 .10−35
500 2.63935 .10−1 0.8475083438 1.971013048 6.755569808 .10−37
490 2.55739 .10−1 0.8377956805 1.999505110 6.062926756 .10−39
480 2.4746 .10−1 0.8282577891 2.028284348 5.083865984 .10−41
470 2.39137 .10−1 0.8188765403 2.057381084 3.975410680 .10−43
460 2.3066 .10−1 0.8096354831 2.086823736 2.893431664 .10−45
450 2.2213 .10−1 0.8005195752 2.116638982 1.956315801 .10−47
440 2.13525, .10−1 0.7915149584 2.116536994 1.217275840 .10−49
430 2.0481 .10−1 0.7826087703 2.177485710 8.251021108 .10−52
420 1.96061 .10−1 0.7737889834 2.208562360 3.808875810 .10−54
410 1.87231 .10−1 0.7650442674 2.240101866 1.8796034956 .10−56
400 1.78339 .10−1 0.7563638680 2.272122516 8.529556332 .10−59
390 1.69443 .10−1 0.7477375008 2.304640675 3.552119445 .10−61
380 1.60481 .10−1 0.7391552546 2.337670613 1.354774227 .10−63
370 1.51506 .10−1 0.7306075042 2.371224311 4.722745752 .10−66
360 1.42576 .10−1 0.7220848284 2.405311234 1.501825104 .10−68
350 1.3362 .10−1 0.7135779323 2.439938085 4.348263208 .10−71
Em TP a1 a2 TPWKB
340 1.24702 .10−1 0.7050775728 2.475108550 1.144172248 .10−73
330 1.159 .10−1 0.6965744835 2.510823028 2.731455857 .10−76
320 1.07143 .10−1 0.6880593002 2.547078374 5.906374476 .10−79
310 9.84827 .10−2 0.6795224830 2.583867646 1.155115931 .10−81
300 9.00275 .10−2 0.6709542346 2.621179890 2.040454815 .10−84
290 8.17248 .10−2 0.6623444124 2.658999951 3.251751292 .10−87
280 7.35949 .10−2 0.6536824321 2.697308346 4.670562756 .10−90
270 6.57639 .10−2 0.6449571608 2.736081200 6.041465704 .10−93
260 5.8228 .10−2 0.6361567957 2.775290262 7.033773464 .10−96
250 5.09732 .10−2 0.6272687249 2.814903006 7.368093632 .10−99
240 4.41067 .10−2 0.6182793656 2.854882833 6.943646612 .10−102
230 3.76825 .10−2 0.6091739741 2.895189364 5.887451164 .10−105
220 3.16826 .10−2 0.5999364186 2.935778841 4.492717908 .10−108
210 2.61577 .10−2 0.5905489060 2.976604608 3.087126496 .10−111
200 2.11797 .10−2 0.5809916479 3.017617675 1.911441370 .10−114
190 1.67555 .10−2 0.5712424495 3.058767348 1.067308523 .10−117
180 1.28834 .10−2 0.5612761953 3.100001889 5.379578648 .10−121
170 9.58762 .10−3 0.5510641986 3.141269209 2.450004671 .10−124
160 6.87201 .10−3 0.5405733672 3.182517547 1.009195027 .10−127
150 4.70513 .10−3 0.5297651164 3.223696123 3.763299058 .10−131
140 3.04444 .10−3 0.5185939308 3.264755746 1.271370765 .10−134
130 1.83969 .10−3 0.5070054243 3.305649351 3.893081614 .10−138
120 1.02305 .10−3 0.4949336693 3.346332459 1.080605478 .10−141
110 5.12998 .10−4 0.4822974316 3.386763555 2.717584636 .10−145
100 2.25845 .10−4 0.4689947148 3.426904366 6.184337312 .10−149
90 8.46452 .10−5 0.4548945975 3.466720054 1.270525425 .10−152
80 2.63152 .10−5 0.4398245436 3.506179325 2.347425292 .10−156
70 6.87883 .10−6 0.4235497370 3.545254460 3.877336618 .10−160
60 1.73974 .10−6 0.4057374316 3.583921268 5.673637528 .10−164
50 5.48779 .10−7 0.3858907442 3.622158997 7.252891544 .10−168
40 2.15173 .10−7 0.3632130212 3.659950187 7.922745464 .10−172
30 8.09293 .10−8 0.3362888075 3.697280491 7.124769444 .10−176
20 2.38419 .10−8 0.3021553779 3.734138467 4.916157056 .10−180
10 4.43273 .10−9 0.2523052320 3.770515363 2.200044770 .10−184
5 1.26691 .10−9 0.2110534248 3.788521349 1.067076533 .10−186
Table II: Tunneling probabilities for the parameters σ = −50, Λ = 1.0, N = 5.000 (spatial discretization),
dt = 0.05 and amax = 20. In the table Vmax = 700.9440836 and τmax = 200.
30
Em TP a1 a2
700 3.91856 .10−1 1.193175411 1.341101987
690 3.83528 .10−1 1.141748460 1.405206587
680 3.75857 .10−1 1.107896589 1.452041774
670 3.68463 .10−1 1.081052593 1.492187269
660 3.61397 .10−1 1.058237188 1.528635613
650 3.54134 .10−1 1.038105671 1.562745560
640 3.46946 .10−1 1.019916133 1.595273931
630 3.39849 .10−1 1.003208518 1.626696624
620 3.32564 .10−1 0.9876745501 1.657338764
610 3.25403 .10−1 0.9730958593 1.687436663
600 3.18065 .10−1 0.9593111270 1.717170769
580 3.03354 .10−1 0.9336574742 1.776096755
560 2.88358 .10−1 0.9100052369 1.835006136
540 2.73026 .10−1 0.8878857098 1.894575758
520 2.57378 .10−1 0.8669684853 1.955376814
500 2.41459 .10−1 0.8470089018 2.017934475
480 2.25254 .10−1 0.8278183002 2.082766727
460 2.08754 .10−1 0.8092459994 2.150414244
440 1.92029, .10−1 0.7911677407 2.221467630
420 1.75149 .10−1 0.7734779004 2.296596308
400 1.58144 .10−1 0.7560839871 2.376583003
380 1.41095 .10−1 0.7389025547 2.462368510
360 1.24165 .10−1 0.7218559937 2.555113549
340 1.07519 .10−1 0.7048698422 2.656288623
320 9.13119 .10−2 0.6878703544 2.767810918
300 7.5727 .10−2 0.6707821114 2.892263646
Em TP a1 a2
280 6.09912 .10−2 0.6535254611 3.033268885
260 4.73582 .10−2 0.6360135479 3.196169794
250 4.10175 .10−2 0.6271318672 3.288282774
Emax2 3.62574 .10−2 0.6199369808 3.368569884
240 2.07463 .10−38 0.6181486141 12.59475415
230 2.71968 .10−41 0.6090490654 13.40963950
220 9.13149 .10−44 0.5998171084 13.87108592
210 6.84302 .10−47 0.5904349677 14.22310609
200 1.62163 .10−47 0.5808828716 14.51584941
190 3.19047 .10−50 0.5711386412 14.77010916
180 3.40175 .10−51 0.5611771759 14.99686803
170 2.51884 .10−51 0.5509698033 15.20275338
Emin 2.71541 .10−53 0.5436903973 15.33632316
150 3.58719 .10−54 0.5296795301 15.56801892
140 1.41531 .10−54 0.5185125566 15.73266468
130 3.20568 .10−55 0.5069281521 15.88774056
120 4.51506 .10−56 0.4948604033 16.03455312
110 8.34738 .10−57 0.4822280909 16.17414132
100 1.89349 .10−57 0.4689292354 16.30734711
90 1.81098 .10−59 0.4548329342 16.43486373
80 4.94115 .10−60 0.4397666737 16.55726987
70 4.20927 .10−62 0.4234956661 16.67505433
60 9.20445 .10−63 0.4056872026 16.78863430
50 7.64196 .10−63 0.3858444532 16.89836917
40 3.3615 .10−65 0.3631708466 17.00457103
20 6.79881 .10−68 0.3021226974 17.20743515
Table III: Tunneling probabilities for the parameters σ = −50, Λ = 0.01, N = 10.000(spatial discretization),
dt = 0.05 and amax = 30. Here Vmax = 704.7091277, In the table τmax = 200, Emin = 163.0280486 and
Emax2 = 241.9810360.
